
Winter maintenance video transcript 

 

[At the top left of the image a Durham County Council logo followed by the text ‘Winter 

Maintenance: Keeping County Durham Moving’ is displayed. Both are visible throughout the video.] 

[The sound of traffic can be heard occasionally throughout the video.] 

 

[Text on screen reads, ‘Winter maintenance service keeping you moving’. The text is overlaid onto a 

video clip of traffic being driven during a snow shower on a wet, snow cleared road.] 

 

[A series of video clips are shown in the following order as Mark Readman speaks; 

Video clip showing two people discussing [words not clear] the information show on a set-up of nine 

digital screens, set in three rows of three. The three screens on the left and along the bottom show 

information and webcam views of the roads. A square of four screens top right show a continuous 

map of Durham County.  

A man’s hand activates a command on an interactive computer screen which is showing weather 

forecast information. 

Head and shoulders view of two people sat in an office at their desks discussing work and checking 

off actions completed on a notepad.] 

 

[Text on screen: Mark Readman, Highways Services Manager] 

[Head and shoulders view of Mark sat at his office desk with a computer and telephone. He 

is wearing a collared shirt and tie as he speaks to camera. A large window is in the 

background.] 

[Mark Readman] 

For winter maintenance action we meet during the week on a daily basis.  

We meet at 12 o'clock and review the latest forecast through the current system.  

We discuss the weather forecast for the evening and the following morning and that 

decision is made at 12 o'clock. 

 

[Video clip showing traffic being driven during a snow shower on a wet, snow cleared road.] 

 

[Video clip showing the gritting depot building. The yellow gritter vehicles with their snow 

ploughs on the front are parked outside. A yellow vehicle with a loader bucket puts a bucket 

load of grit into the gritting vehicle.] 



[Text on screen: John Reed, Head of Technical Services.]  

[Head and shoulders view of John wearing a blue suit jacket, collared shirt and tie, stood in 

front of the grit within the depot building.] 

[A series of video clips are shown in the following order as John speaks; 

The back of a gritter showing the yellow flashing, traffic warning light and a sign which reads 

‘Spreading’. [Pulsing sound] 

A gritter travelling on a country road where there is a snow covering on the roadside verge and 

surrounding countryside. Followed by other traffic using the roads and a close, profile view of the 

gritter driver concentrating on the road ahead. 

A driver’s view through the gritters nearside wing mirrors. 

Close up view of a hazard warning sign which reads, ‘Snow Drifts’. 

The set-up of nine digital screens with a close up view showing digital weather information and part 

of the county road network. 

People working in an office.] 

 

[John Reed] 

We've got 37 power gritters which are your larger type of gritter and we also have 33 trailer 

gritters and also five snow blowers. 

We have 3,700km of roads in County Durham. We have 38 routes and we plan that each 

route should be completed within two and a half hours. 

If there's very heavy snowfall we have to concentrate our resources on a smaller network, 

what we call our snow routes, and once those are clear we’ll then revert back to our priority 

one network. 

 

[Text on screen: Gary Lawson, Highways Operative.] 

[Gary is standing, dressed in high visibility clothing beside the gritter. A series of video clips are 

shown in the following order as Gary speaks to camera; 

Gary walking towards the camera and to the gritter vehicle, which is parked inside the depot 

building and he climbs up into the driver’s seat and closes the vehicle door. 

A gritter vehicle with traffic warning light switched on gritting a county road, past a bend 

and near a sign indicating a steep hill. 

A closeup view of the spreading device working at the back of the gritter, followed by a 

profile view of the gritter driver, driving the vehicle. 

A gritter drivers view of the road ahead, showing a narrow twisting county road. 



A gritter vehicle travelling past a junction near houses.] 

 

[Gary Lawson] 

I'm a gritter driver for Durham County Council. I'm part of a three man team for each route. 

It's on a rota basis, mornings, nights, standby, pretty much 24 hour cover. 

We like to pre-salt, which is preventative gritting. That prevents the ice from bonding to the 

road surface. We like to get it on before it actually happens. 

Very wet areas, obviously the salt will wash off shortly after we've applied it. So you’ve still 

got to in extreme conditions drive carefully. 

 

[John Reed] 

[Video clip showing a pile of salt.] 

We have 42,000 tonnes and we store our salt at seven depots countywide.  

 

[Video clip showing a yellow plastic salt bin.] 

We provide 2,300 salt bins and also we stock them on demand so if they run out customers 

can phone our customer services team to get them refilled. 

 

[Video clip showing a busy road with a traffic light, pedestrian reserve crossing near a 

roundabout and with snow on the ground, as a person uses the crossing.] 

We treat footpaths in key locations and we treat them following heavy snowfall. 

 

[Video clip showing John Reed using the computer sat at his desk, using the mouse and 

showing the weather information on the screen.] 

We will always advise people to keep in touch with local weather forecasts and to plan their 

route accordingly and also consider if it is a severe weather forecast whether they really 

need to travel. 

And of course, if they do need to travel to make sure you're fully prepared, the car is fully 

serviced and prepared and they have appropriate supplies with them. And also of course 

when you're out there driving to drive very carefully to the prevailing conditions. 

 

[Video clip showing a busy road with snow on the ground.] 

 



[Text on screen reads, 

General winter maintenance enquiries:  

Call 03000 261 000 

Email help@durham.gov.uk 

www.durham.gov.uk/winterroads 

#twittergritterNE  ] 

 

[Video ends] 
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